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Abstract

are selected and assigned to the voters optimally in the following sense. We assume that there is a function α : N → N
such that α(i) measures how well a voter is represented by
the candidate that this voter ranks as i’th best. (We use the
same function α for each voter.) We can view α either as
a satisfaction function (then it should be a decreasing one)
or as a dissatisfaction function (then it should be an increasing one). For example, it is typical to use the Borda count
scoring function whose m-candidate dissatisfaction variant is
m
defined as αDB
= i − 1, and whose satisfaction variant is
m
αSB
= m − i. In the utilitarian variants of the rules, the
assignment should maximize (minimize) the sum of the voters’ satisfactions (dissatisfactions) with their representatives.
In the egalitarian variants, the assignment should maximize
(minimize) the satisfaction (the dissatisfaction) of the worstoff voter. Thus, Monroe’s and Chamberlin-Courant’s rules do
create a useful connection between the voters and their representatives, in a way that promotes candidates’ accountability
to the voters, and that represents voters’ views proportionally.
Indeed, among common voting rules, Monroe’s and
Chamberlin-Courant’s rules seem to be unique in having both
the accountability and the proportionality property. For example, first-past-the-post system (where the voters are partitioned into districts with a separate single-winner Plurality
election in each) can give very disproportionate results (forcing some of the voters to be represented by candidates they
despise), party-list systems (where the voters vote for parties that then distribute the seats in the committee) make the
candidates feel more accountable to their parties than to their
voters, and under the single transferable vote rule (STV) it
is difficult to tell which candidate represents which voters.
However, Monroe’s rule and Chamberlin-Courant’s rule have
one crucial drawback that makes them impractical. It is NPhard to tell who the winners are!
Specifically, NP-hardness of winner determination under
Monroe’s and Chamberlin-Courant’s rules was shown by Procaccia et al. [2008] and by Lu and Boutilier [2011]. Worse
yet, these hardness results hold even if various natural parameters of the election are small [Betzler et al., 2011]. Rare easy
cases include those when, e.g., the committee to be elected
is small, or voters have single-peaked preferences [Betzler
et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2013]. (Similar hardness results are
known for some appealing single-winner rules as well, e.g.,
for Kemeny’s rule [Bartholdi et al., 1989; Hemaspaandra et

We study the complexity of (approximate) winner determination under Monroe’s and ChamberlinCourant’s multiwinner voting rules, where we focus on the total (dis)satisfaction of the voters (the
utilitarian case) or the (dis)satisfaction of the worstoff voter (the egalitarian case). We show good approximation algorithms for the satisfaction-based
utilitarian cases, and inapproximability results for
the remaining settings.
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Introduction

We study the complexity of (approximate) winner determination under Monroe’s [1995] and ChamberlinCourant’s [1983] multiwinner voting rules, where the goal
is to select a group of candidates that best represent the voters. Multiwinner elections are important both for human societies (e.g., in indirect democracies for electing committees
of representatives) and for software multiagent systems (e.g.,
for recommendation systems [Lu and Boutilier, 2011]), and
thus it is important to have good multiwinner rules and good
algorithms for them. Monroe’s and Chamberlin-Courant’s
rules are particularly appealing because they create an explicit (and, in some sense, optimal) connection between the
elected committee members and the voters; each voter knows
his or her representative and each committee member knows
to whom he or she is accountable. Further, the optimality of
the connection ensures the proportionality of the representation (again, in some sense).
When choosing a K-member committee, Monroe’s and
Chamberlin-Courant’s rules work as follows. We have a set
of m candidates and a set of n voters, where each voter ranks
the candidates according to the extent to which the voter feels
represented by them. For each voter we assign a single candidate to be his or her representative, respecting the following rules: (a) altogether exactly K candidates are assigned to
the voters (for the case of Monroe’s rule, each candidate is
n
assigned either to about K
voters or to none; for ChamberlinCourant’s rule there is no such restriction1 ), (b) the candidates
1

In effect, under Chamberlin-Courant’s rule each committee
member might be representing a different number of voters. The
committee should take this into account in its operation.
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al., 2005; Betzler et al., 2009].) Thus Lu and Boutilier [2011]
proposed to use approximation algorithms (as was also done
for Kemeny [Ailon et al., 2008; Coppersmith et al., 2010;
Kenyon-Mathieu and Schudy, 2007]) and have given the first
such algorithm for the Chamberlin-Courant’s system. Their
procedure outputs an assignment that achieves no less than
1 − 1e ≈ 0.63 fraction of the optimal voter satisfaction. Yet
while there is no difference between finding an assignment
with the optimal satisfaction or with the optimal dissatisfaction, as soon as approximations come into play the distinction
becomes tricky. For example, under Chamberlin-Courant’s
system with Borda count scoring function, a 12 -approximation
algorithm may assign each voter to a candidate somewhere in
the middle of this voter’s preference order, even if there is
a feasible solution that assigns each voter to his or her most
preferred one. Yet, a 2-approximation algorithm focusing on
voter dissatisfaction would give the optimal result.
In this paper, we follow the line of research focusing on approximate winner determination for Monroe’s and
Chamberlin-Courant’s rules. Our first goal is to seek an algorithm that finds assignments where voter dissatisfaction
is within a fixed bound of the optimal one. Unfortunately,
we have shown that under standard complexity-theoretic assumptions such algorithms do not exist. Nonetheless, we did
find good algorithms that focus on voter satisfaction. Specifically, we have obtained the following results:

for a survey of the most fundamental issues in the multiagent resource allocation theory) and resource allocation
with sharable indivisible goods [Chevaleyre et al., 2006;
Airiau and Endriss, 2010]. Our paper is also very close in
spirit to the recent work of Darmann et al. [2012].

2

Preliminaries

Preferences. For each n ∈ N, by [n] we mean {1, . . . , n}.
We assume that there is a set N = [n] of agents and a set
A = {a1 , . . . am } of alternatives. Each alternative a has capacity capa ∈ N and cost ca ∈ N. An alternative’s capacity
gives the total number of the agents that can be assigned to it,
and its cost gives the price of selecting the alternative (irrespective of the number of agents assigned to the alternative).
Further, each agent i has a preference order i over A, i.e., a
strict linear order of the form aπ(1) i aπ(2) i · · · i aπ(m)
for some permutation π of [m]. For an alternative a, by
posi (a) we mean the position of a in i’th agent’s preference
order. For example, if a is the most preferred alternative for
i then posi (a) = 1, and if a is the least preferred one then
posi (a) = m. A collection V = (1 , . . . , n ) of agents’
preference orders is called a preference profile.
We will often include subsets of the alternatives in the descriptions of preference orders. For example, if A is the set of
alternatives and B is some nonempty strict subset of A, then
by B  A − B we mean that for the preference order  all
alternatives in B are preferred to those outside of B.
A positional scoring function (PSF) is a function
αm : [m] → N. A PSF αm is an increasing positional scoring function (IPSF) if for each i, j ∈ [m], if i < j then
αm (i) < αm (j). Analogously, a PSF αm is a decreasing
positional scoring function (DPSF) if for each i, j ∈ [m], if
i < j then αm (i) > αm (j).
Intuitively, if β m is an IPSF then β m (i) gives the dissatisfaction that an agent suffers when assigned to an alternative
that is ranked i’th on his or her preference order. Thus, we
assume that for each IPSF β m it holds that β m (1) = 0 (an
agent is not dissatisfied by his or her top alternative). Similarly, a DPSF γ m measures an agent’s satisfaction and we
assume that for each DPSF γ m it holds that γ m (m) = 0.
We will often speak of families α of IPSFs (DPSFs) of the
form {αm | m ∈ N, αm is a PSF}, such that:

1. Monroe’s and Chamberlin-Courant’s systems are hard
to approximate up to any constant factor both for
the dissatisfaction-based utilitarian and egalitarian cases
(Theorem 1) and for the satisfaction-based egalitarian
cases (Theorems 2 and 3).
2. For the satisfaction-based utilitarian cases (with the
Borda count scoring function), for the Monroe’s system we give a (0.715 − )-approximation algorithm (often, the ratio is much better; see Section 4), and for
Chamberlin-Courant’s system we give a polynomialtime approximation scheme (that is, for each , 0 <  <
1, we have a polynomial-time (1 − )-approximation algorithm; see Theorem 8).
We believe that our algorithms are practically useful. Indeed, in Section 4 we describe a real-life scenario where our
algorithm for the Monroe’s rule achieves approximation ratio 0.96. Further, Skowron et al. [2013] have conducted a
number of experiments on both real-life and synthetic data,
showing that our algorithms do well on those instances.
We model Monroe’s and Chamberlin-Courant’s rules as
special cases of a certain resource allocation problem. The
alternatives are shareable resources, each with a certain cost
and a maximum number of agents that may share it; each
agent has preferences over the resources and is interested
in getting exactly one. Our goal is to find an optimal allocation within a given global budget (see Section 2 for details). In addition to unifying the view of the two rules,
the problem is interesting in its own right and brings in a
connection to other resource allocation problems. In particular, it closely resembles multi-unit resource allocation
with single-unit demand [Shoham and Leyton-Brown, 2009,
Chapter 11] (see also the work of Chevaleyre et al. [2006]

1. If we are dealing with IPSFs, then for each m ∈ N it
holds that (∀i ∈ [m])[αm+1 (i) = αm (i)].
2. If we are dealing with DPSFs, then for each m ∈ N it
holds that (∀i ∈ [m])[αm+1 (i + 1) = αm (i)].
In other words, we build our families of IPSFs (DPSFs) by
appending (prepending) values to functions with smaller domains. We assume that each function αm from a family
can be computed in polynomial time with respect to m. To
simplify notation, we will refer to such families of IPSFs
(DPSFs) as normal IPSFs (normal DPSFs). We are particularly interested in the Borda count family of IPSFs (DPSFs)
m
m
defined as αDB
(i) = i − 1 (αSB
(i) = m − i).
The Problem. We consider a problem of finding a function
Φ : N → A that assigns each agent to some alternative (we
will call Φ an assignment function). We say that Φ is feasible
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(and such that `α
1 (Φ) ≥ β · OPT), where OPT is the optimal
total dissatisfaction (satisfaction) `α
1 (ΦOPT ).

if for each alternative a the number of agents assigned to it
does not exceed its capacity capa .P
Further, we define the cost
of assignment Φ to be cost(Φ) = a:Φ−1 (a)6=∅ ca (we pay ca
for each alternative a to which at least one agent is assigned.)
Given a normal IPSF (DPSF) α, we consider two dissatisα
faction functions, `α
1 (Φ) and `∞ (Φ), (two satisfaction funcα
tions, `α
(Φ)
and
min
(Φ)),
measuring the quality of the
1
assignment Φ as follows:
Pn
1. `α
1 (Φ) =
i=1 α(posi (Φ(i))).
n
2. `α
(Φ)
=
max
∞
i=1 α(posi (Φ(i))),
α
min (Φ) = minni=1 α(posi (Φ(i))).

We define β-approximation algorithms for the egalitarian
variants analogously. Lu and Boutilier [2011] gave a (1 − 1e )approximation algorithm for SU-CC family of problems.
Throughout this paper, we will consider each of the M ON ROE and CC variants of the problem and for each we will
either prove inapproximability with respect to any constant β
(under standard complexity-theoretic assumptions) or we will
present an approximation algorithm. We use the following
standard NP-complete problem [Garey and Johnson, 1979].
Definition 3 An instance I of X3C consists of a set U = [n]
(called the ground set; we assume that n is divisible by 3)
and a family F = {F1 , . . . , Fm } of 3-element subsets of U .
We ask if there is a set I ⊆ [m] such that kIk = n3 and
S
i∈I Fi = U .

The former one follows the utilitarian approach of measuring agents’ total dissatisfaction (satisfaction), whereas the
latter one follows the egalitarian approach by considering the
most dissatisfied (the least satisfied) agent only.
Definition 1 Let α be a normal IPSF. An instance of αDU-A SSIGNMENT problem (i.e., of the disatisfaction-based
utilitarian assignment problem) consists of a set of agents
N = [n], a set of alternatives A = {a1 , . . . am }, a preference profile V of the agents, sequences (capa1 , . . . , capam )
and (ca1 , . . . , cam ) of alternatives’ capacities and costs, respectively, and a budget B ∈ N. We ask for an assignment
function Φ such that: (1) cost(Φ) ≤ B, (2) ∀a∈A k{i | Φ(i) =
a}k ≤ capa , and (3) `α
1 (Φ) is minimized.

Note that X3C remains NP-complete even if we additionally assume that n is divisible by 2 and each member of U
appears in at most 3 sets from F [Garey and Johnson, 1979].
We omit some of the proofs due to space constraints (however, all our proofs exist in a written form).

3

Hardness of Approximation

We now present our inapproximability results for Monroe’s
and Chamberlin-Courant’s rules: There are no constant-factor
approximation algorithms for the dissatisfaction-based variants of the rules (both utilitarian and egalitarian) and for the
satisfaction-based egalitarian ones.
Naturally, these inapproximability results carry over to
more general settings. For example, unless P = NP, there
are no polynomial-time constant-factor approximation algorithms for the general dissatisfaction-based resource allocation problem. On the other hand, our results do not preclude good satisfaction-based approximation algorithms for
the utilitarian case; see Section 4.

Problem α-SU-A SSIGNMENT (the satisfaction-based utilitarian assignment problem) is defined identically except that
α is a normal DPSF and (3) we seek to maximize `α
1 (Φ). If we
α
replace `α
1 with `∞ in α-DU-A SSIGNMENT then we obtain
problem α-DE-A SSIGNMENT, i.e., the dissatisfaction-based
α
egalitarian variant. If we replace `α
1 with min in α-SUA SSIGNMENT then we obtain problem α-SE-A SSIGNMENT,
i.e., the satisfaction-based egalitarian variant.
Our four problems can be viewed as generalizations of
Monroe’s [1995] and Chamberlin-Courant’s [1983] multiwinner voting systems (see the introduction for their definitions). To model Monroe’s system, it suffices to set the budget
B = K, the cost of each alternative to be 1, and the capacity
k
of each alternative to be kN
K (for simplicity, throughout the
paper we assume that K divides kN k). We will refer to thus
restricted variants of our problems as M ONROE variants. To
represent Chamberlin-Courant’s system, we replace alternatives’ capacities with kN k. We will refer to thus restricted
variants of our problems as CC variants.
Computational Issues. For many normal IPSFs α (e.g.,
for the Borda count), even the above-mentioned restricted versions of the original problem, namely, α-DUM ONROE, α-DE-M ONROE, α-DU-CC, and α-DE-CC are
NP-complete [Betzler et al., 2011; Procaccia et al., 2008]
(the same holds for the satisfaction-based variants of the
problems). Thus we seek approximate solutions.

Theorem 1 For each normal IPSF α and each constant factor β, β > 1, there are no polynomial-time β-approximation
algorithms for either of α-DU-M ONROE, α-DU-CC, α-DEM ONROE, and α-DE-CC, unless P = NP.
Proof Due to space constraint, we give the proof for α-DUM ONROE only. Let us fix a normal IPSF α and let us assume,
for the sake of contradiction, that there is some constant β,
β > 1, and a polynomial-time β-approximation algorithm A
for α-DU-M ONROE.
Let I be an instance of X3C with ground set U = [n]
and family F = {F1 , . . . , Fm } of 3-element subsets of U .
W.l.o.g., we assume that n is divisible by 6 and that each
member of U appears in at most 3 sets from F.
Given I, we build an instance IM of α-DU-M ONROE
as follows. We set N = U (that is, the elements of the
ground set are the agents) and we set A = A1 ∪ A2 , where
A1 = {a1 , . . . , am } is a set of alternatives corresponding to
2
the sets from the family F and A2 , kA2 k = d n ·α(3)·β
e, is
2
a set of dummy alternatives needed for our construction. We

Definition 2 Let β be a real number such that β ≥ 1 (0 <
β ≤ 1) and let α be a normal IPSF (a normal DPSF).
An algorithm is a β-approximation algorithm for α-DUA SSIGNMENT problem (for α-SU-A SSIGNMENT problem) if
on each instance I it returns a feasible assignment Φ that
meets the budget constraint and such that `α
1 (Φ) ≤ β · OPT
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mf

3

nα(3)β

mf + nα(3)β

m + m  − ml

assignment with the total dissatisfaction at most n · α(3) · β.
(⇒) Let us now consider the opposite direction. We assume that A found an assignment Φ such that `α
1 (Φ) ≤
n · α(3) · β and we will show that I is a yes-instance of
X3C. Since we require each alternative to be assigned to either 0 or 3 agents, if some alternative bi from A2 were assigned to some 3 agents, at least one of them would rank it
at a position worse than n · α(3) · β. This would mean that
`α
1 (Φ) ≥ n · α(3) · β + 1. Analogously, no agent j can be
assigned to an alternative that is placed at one of the ml (j)
bottom positions of j’s preference order. Thus, only the alternatives in A1 have agents assigned to them and, further, if
agents x, y, z, are assigned to some ai ∈ A1 , then it holds
that Fi = {x, y, z} (we will call each set Fi for which alternative ai is assigned to some agents x, y, z selected). Since
each agent is assigned to exactly one alternative, the selected
sets are disjoint. Since the number of selected sets is K = n3 ,
it must be the case that the selected sets form an exact cover
of U . Thus, I is a yes-instance of X3C.
2

Agent 1:
Agent 2:
Agent 3:
Agent 4:
Agent 5:
Agent 6:

Agent n:

The alternatives from the second group
m + m = m +

n2 ·α(3)·β
2

positions

Figure 1: The alignment of the positions in the preference orders of the agents. The positions are numbered from left to
right. The left wavy line shows the positions mf (·), each no
greater than 3. The right wavy line shows the positions ml (·),
each higher than n · α(3) · β. The alternatives from A2 (one
such alternative is illustrated with a circle) are placed only between the peripheral wavy lines. Each alternative from A2 is
placed on the left from the middle wavy line exactly 2 times.

One may ask if the above result is not an artifact of our
strict requirements regarding the budget. However, a similar
proof shows that there is no (β, γ)-approximation algorithm
that finds an assignment with the following properties: (1) the
total dissatisfaction `α
1 (Φ) is at most β times higher than the
optimal one, (2) the number of alternatives to which agents
are assigned is at most γK and (3) each selected alternative
(i.e., each alternative that has agents assigned), is assigned to
n
n
no more than γd K
e and no less than γ1 d K
e agents.
While approximating the optimal dissatisfaction is difficult, there are good algorithms for the satisfaction-based utilitarian cases (see, e.g., the work of Lu and Boutilier [2011] and
the next section). It is, thus, a bit surprising that satisfactionbased egalitarian cases are nonetheless hard to approximate.

let m0 = kA2 k and we name the alternatives in A2 so that
A2 = {b1 , . . . , bm0 }. We set K = n3 .
We build agents’ preference orders using the following algorithm. For each j ∈ N , set Mf (j) = {ai | j ∈ Fi }
and Ml (j) = {ai | j 6∈ Fi }. Set mf (j) = kMf (j)k and
ml (j) = kMl (j)k; as the frequency of the elements from U is
bounded by 3, mf (j) ≤ 3. For each agent j we set his or her
preference order to be of the form Mf (j) j A2 j Ml (j),
where the alternatives in Mf (j) and Ml (j) are ranked in an
arbitrary way and the alternatives from A2 are placed at positions mf (j) + 1, . . . , mf (j) + m0 in the way described below
(see Figure 1 for a high-level illustration of the construction).
We place the alternatives from A2 in the preference orders
of the agents in such a way that for each alternative bi ∈ A2
there are at most two agents that rank bi among their n · α(3) ·
β top alternatives. The following construction achieves this
effect. If (i + j) mod n < 2, then alternative bi is placed
at one of the positions mf (j) + 1, . . . , mf (j) + n · α(3) · β
in j’s preference order. Otherwise, bi is placed at a position
with index higher than mf (j) + n · α(3) · β (and, thus, at
a position higher than n · α(3) · β). This construction can
be implemented because for each agent j there are exactly
m0 · n2 = n · α(3) · β alternatives bi1 , bi2 , . . . , binα(3)β such
that (ik + j) mod n < 2.
Let Φ be an assignment computed by A on IM . We will
show that `α
1 (Φ) ≤ n · α(3) · β iff I is a yes-instance of X3C.
(⇐) If there exists a solution for I (i.e., an exact cover of U
with n3 sets from F), then we can easily show an assignment
in which each agent j is assigned to an alternative from the
top mf (j) positions of his or her preference order (namely,
one that assigns each agent j to the alternative ai ∈ A1 that
corresponds to the set Fi , from the exact cover of U , that
contains j). Thus, for the optimal assignment ΦOPT it holds
that `α
1 (ΦOPT ) ≤ α(3) · n. Consequently, A must return an

Theorem 2 For each normal DPSF α (with each entry polynomially bounded in the number of the alternatives) and each
constant factor β, 0 < β ≤ 1, there is no polynomialtime β-approximation algorithm for α-SE-M ONROE unless
P = NP.
For the case of SE-CC family of problems our inapproximability argument holds for the case of Borda DPSF only
(though we believe that it can be adapted to other DPSFs as
well). Further, in our previous theorems we were showing
that existence of a respective constant-factor approximation
algorithm implies that NP collapses to P. In the following
theorem we will reduce the statement to a collapse of W[2]
to FPT. (See the books of Niedermeier [2006] and Flum and
Grohe [2006] for reference on parametrized complexity.)
Theorem 3 For each constant factor β, 0 < β ≤ 1, no
m
polynomial-time β-approximation algorithm for αSB
-SE-CC
exists unless FPT = W[2].

4

Approximation Algorithms

We now turn to our positive results. Throughout this section
we consider the Borda DPSF only; we show the first nontrivial approximation algorithms for the Monroe’s system and the
first polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for the
Chamberlin-Courant’s system.
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Monroe’s System. A natural iterative approach to solve
αSB -SU-M ONROE is to pick, in each step, some not-yetassigned alternative ai (using some criterion) and assign it
N
to those d K
e agents that (a) do not have any alternatives assigned to them, and (b) whose satisfaction of being represented by ai is maximal. This idea—implemented formally
in Algorithm 1—works very well in many cases. (For each
Pk
positive integer k, we let Hk = i=1 1i be the k’th harmonic
number. Recall that Hk = Θ(log k).)
Lemma 4 Algorithm 1 is a polynomial-time (1 −
HK
K )-approximation

algorithm for

K−1
2(m−1)

Algorithm 1: The algorithm for SU-M ONROE.
Notation: Φ ← the iteratively build (partial) assignment
Φ← ← the set of agents assigned to alternatives under Φ
Φ→ ← the set of alternatives used in the assignment Φ.
if K ≤ 2 then
return the solution given by the algorithm of Betzler et
al. [2011].
Φ = {}
for ` ← 1 to K do
score ← {}, bests ← {}
foreach ai ∈ A \ Φ→ do
agents ← sort N \ Φ← so that j ≺ k in agents
=⇒ posj (ai ) ≤ posk (ai )
N
bests[ai ] ← choose
first d K
e elements from agents
P
score[ai ] ← j∈bests (m − posj (ai ))
choose abest such that abest ∈ argmaxa∈A\Φ→ score[a]
foreach j ∈ bests[abest ] do
Φ[j] ← abest

−

m
αSB
-SU-M ONROE.

Proof Our algorithm computes an optimal solution for K ≤
2. Thus we assume K ≥ 3. Let us consider the situation in
the algorithm after the i’th iteration of the outer loop (we have
i = 0 if no iteration has been executed yet). So far, the aln
gorithm has picked i alternatives and assigned them to i K
agents (recall that for simplicity we assume that K divides n
m−i
evenly). Hence each agent has d K−i
e unassigned alternatives
m−i
among his or her i + d K−i e top-ranked alternatives. By pigeonhole principle, this means that there is an unassigned alm−i
e positions by at
ternative a` that is ranked among top i+d K−i
n
n
m−i
least K agents. To see this, note that there are (n−i K
)d K−i
e
m−i
slots for unassigned alternatives among the top i + d K−i e positions in the preference orders of unassigned agents, and that
there are m − i unassigned alternatives. As a result, there
must be an alternative a` for which the number of agents
m−i
that rank a` among the top i + d K−i
e positions is at least:
n
m−i
n
K−i m−i
n
1
m−i ((n − i K )d K−i e) ≥ m−i ( K )( K−i ) = K . Hence,
n
the d K e agents assigned in the next step of the algorithm will
n
m−i
have the total satisfaction at least d K
e · (m − i − d K−i
e).
Thus, summing over the K iterations, the total satisfaction
guaranteed by the assignment Φ computed by Algorithm 1 is
at least the following value (to derive the fourth line from the
third one we assume K ≥ 3):
PK−1 n
m−i
b
`α
1 (Φ) ≥
i=0 K · (m − i − d K−i e)
PK−1 n
m−i
≥ i=0 K
· (m − i − K−i
− 1)
PK n
m−1
i−2
= i=1 K · (m − i − K−i+1 + K−i+1
)
≥

n K(2m−K−1)
K(
2

= (m − 1)n(1 −

On the flip side, to obtain a better approximation ratio we
would have to use a more involved bound on the quality of
the optimal solution. To see that this is the case, form an instance I of αSB -SU-M ONROE with n agents and m alternatives, where all the agents have the same preference order, and
where the budget is K (and where K divides n). Each solution that assigns the K universally top-ranked alternatives to
the agents is optimal. Thus the total satisfaction of the agents
n
((m −
in the
is K
 optimal solution

 1) + · · · + (m − K)) =
n
K

K−1
= n(m − 1) 1 − 2(m−1)
. By taking
m
large enough m and K (even for a fixed value of K ), the fracK−1
tion 1 − 2(m−1)
can be arbitrarily close to the approximation
ratio of our algorithm (the argument is in spirit of identifying
maximally robust elections, as studied by Shiryaev, Yu, and
Elkind [2013]).
For small values of K we can solve αSB -SU-M ONROE
optimally in polynomial time using the result of Betzler et
al. [2011]. This means that we can essentially disregard the
HK
K part of the approximation ratio of Algorithm 1 and that
the quality of the solution produced by Algorithm 1 most
strongly depends on the ratio K−1
m−1 . We expect this ratio to be
small in typical settings. For the remaining cases, e.g., when
K>m
2 , we can use a sampling-based randomized algorithm.
The idea is to randomly pick K alternatives and assign
them optimally to the agents (in polynomial-time, as is implicitly shown in in [Betzler et al., 2011]). If K is large relative to m then it is likely that such a random sample would
include a large chunk of some optimal solution. In the lemma
below we assess the expected satisfaction obtained with a single sampling step and the probability that a single sampling
step gives satisfaction close to the expected one.

− (m − 1)HK )

K−1
2(m−1)

−

HK
K ).

If each agent were assigned to his or her top alternative, the
total satisfaction would be equal to (m − 1)n. Thus we get
α

that

`1 SB (Φ)
OPT

≤1−

K−1
2(m−1)

−

HK
K .

K(2m−K−1)
2

2

Note that in the above proof we measure the quality of
our assignment against a perhaps-impossible, perfect solution, where each agent is assigned to his or her top alternative. This means that for relatively large m and K, and small
K
m ratio, the algorithm can achieve a close-to-ideal solution
irrespective of the voters’ preference orders (for example, for
Polish parliamentary elections with K = 460 and m ≈ 6000
the algorithm’s approximation ratio would be about 0.96).

Lemma 5 A single sampling step of the randomized algom
rithm for αSB
-SU-M ONROE achieves expected approxima1
K2
K3
tion ratio of 2 (1 + K
m − m2 −m + m3 −m2 ). For K ≥ 8, the
probability p that the relative deviation between the obtained
total satisfaction and the expected total satisfaction is higher
2
than , is at most exp(− K
128 ).
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Algorithm 2: The algorithm for SU-CC.
Notation: As in Algorithm 1. W(·) is Lambert’s W-Function.
num posx (a) ← k{i ∈ [n] \ Φ← : posi (a) ≤ x}k
(the number of not-yet assigned agents that rank
alternative a in one of their first x positions)

signed alternatives among his or her x most-preferred alternatives. As a result, at least one unassigned alternative is
ni x
of the highest x positions of the unaspresent in at least m−i
signed agents. This means that after the (i + 1)’th iteration
ni x
the number of unassigned agents is ni+1 ≤ ni − m−i
≤

Φ = {}, x = d mW(K)
e
K
for i ← 1 to K do
choose ai such that ai ∈ argmaxa∈A\Φ→ num posx (a)
foreach j ∈ [n] \ Φ← do
if posj (ai ) ≤ x then
Φ[j] ← ai
foreach j ∈ A \ Φ← do
a ← argmina0 ∈Φ→ posj (a0 )
Φ[j] ← a

x
ni (1 − m
) = ni (1 − W(K)
K ). If for a given i the induci
tive hypothesis holds, that is, if ni ≤ n(1 − W(K)
K ) , then
W(K)
W(K) i+1
i
ni+1 ≤ n(1 − W(K)
.
K ) (1 −
K ) = n(1 −
K )
Thus the hypothesis holds and, as a result, we have that
1 W(K)
K
nk ≤ n(1 − W(K)
= nW(K)
.
K ) ≤ n( e )
K
Let Φ be the assignment computed by our algorithm. To
compare it against the optimal solution, it suffices to observe
that the optimal solution has total satisfaction at most OPT ≤
(m − 1)n, that each agent selected during the first K steps
has satisfaction at least m − x = m − mW(K)
, and that the
K
agents not assigned within the first K steps have satisfaction

The threshold for K
m , where the randomized algorithm is
(in expectation) better than the greedy algorithm is about
0.57. By combining the two algorithms, we can guarantee an
expected approximation ratio of 0.715−, for each fixed constant . Formally, for a given fixed  our algorithm, to which
we will refer as the combined algorithm, works as follows:
1. Let I be the input instance and let λ be the required probability of success. If m ≤ 1 + 2 then solve I using
brute-force; if K ≤ 8 or HKK ≥ 2 then solve I using the
algorithm of Betzler et al. [2011] for fixed K.
2. Compute solution Φ1 using Algorithm 1. Run the samlog(1−λ)
pling step for −512K
times and let Φ2 be the best
2
solution found. Return the best solution in {Φ1 , Φ2 }.

α

no worse than 0. Thus:
(1 −

−

W(K)
K )

≥1−

≥

(n−

nW(K)
mW(K)
)(m− K
)
K

2W(K)
.
K

(m−1)n

≥
2

Since for each  > 0 there is a value K such that for
each K > K it holds that 2W(K)
< , and αSB -SU-CC
K
problem can be solved optimally in polynomial time for each
fixed constant K [Betzler et al., 2011], there is a polynomialtime approximation scheme (PTAS) for αSB -SU-CC (i.e., a
family of algorithms such that for each fixed β, 0 < β <
1, there is a polynomial-time β-approximation algorithm for
αSB -SU-CC in the family; note that in PTASes one assumes
β to be a fixed constant).
Theorem 8 There is a PTAS for αSB -SU-CC.
Independently, Oren [2012] gave a randomized sampling1
1
based (1 − K+1
)(1 + m
)-approximation algorithm.

Theorem 6 For each fixed , the combined algorithm gives a
(0.715 − )-approximate solution for the problem αSB -SUM ONROE with probability λ, in time polynomial with respect
to the input size and − log(1 − λ).

5

Chamberlin-Courant’s System. Our algorithms for Monroe’s system apply to the Chamberlin-Courant’s setting as
well, improving upon the result of Lu and Boutilier [2011].
However, we provide an even better algorithm and derive a
polynomial-time approximation scheme.
The idea of our method (Algorithm 2) is to compute a certain threshold value x and to greedily find an assignment that
(approximately) maximizes the number of agents assigned to
alternatives that they rank at position x or better. For nonnegative real numbers, Lambert’s W function, W(x), is defined
to be the solution of x = W(x)eW(x) (W(x) = O(log x)).
Lemma 7 Algorithm 2 is a polynomial-time (1 −
m
approximation algorithm for αSB
-SU-CC.

W(K)
K )(1

`1 SB (Φ)
OPT

Conclusions

We have defined a certain resource allocation problem that
generalizes Monroe’s and Chamberlin-Courant’s multiwinner
voting rules. Since these rules are hard to compute [Procaccia et al., 2008; Lu and Boutilier, 2011; Betzler et al.,
2011], we have investigated the possibility of computing
approximate solutions (see, e.g., [Caragiannis et al., 2012;
Ailon et al., 2008; Coppersmith et al., 2010; Kenyon-Mathieu
and Schudy, 2007] for such results on single-winner rules).
For the case of maximizing total voters’ satisfaction, we
have obtained the first nontrivial approximation algorithms
for Monroe’s rule (our randomized algorithm obtains approximation ratios arbitrarily close to 0.715) and the first PTAS
for Chamberlin-Courant’s rule (the remaining cases turned
out to be hard to approximate); Skowron et al. [2013] verified
empirically that our algorithms do well in practice. Our algorithms are particularly appealing when voters submit truncated ballots because they focus on top parts of voters’ preference orders.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank the referees for
their helpful comments. Supported in part by Poland’s National Science Center grants UMO-2012/06/M/ST1/00358,
DEC-2011/03/B/ST6/01393 and by AGH University grant
11.11.230.015.

2W(K)
)K

Proof Let x = mW(K)
. We will first give an inductive
K
proof that, for each i, 0 ≤ i ≤ K, after the i’th iteration of
i
the outer loop at most n(1 − W(K)
K ) agents are unassigned.
Then we will derive the approximation ratio of our algorithm.
For i = 0, the inductive hypothesis holds because n(1 −
W(K) 0
K ) = n. For each i, let ni denote the number of unassigned agents after the i’th iteration. Thus after the i’th iteration there are ni unassigned agents, each with x unas-
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